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President’s Corner
by Patty Draper, President

I’m very pleased to report that Steve Kalb of
Ft. Myers is the new coordinator of FABA
programs for the southwest region of our state.
Steve is a long-time member of FABA, and
served as the statewide program chairman in
the early 1990s.  Steve took a leave of absence
from active involvement in FABA while he
learned the ropes of fire fighting, and he is
now employed as a firefighter (hopefully, he
won’t need to use this skill at a FABA
meeting!).  If you have an idea for a meeting
topic, want to host a meeting at your shop, or
just want to thank Steve for volunteering his
time and talents to help others learn about blacksmithing, please call him
at 941-489-2396.  
ABA 2000 Conference

The board of trustees held its July quarterly meeting at the Pioneer
Settlement for the Creative Arts in Barberville, the site of the FABA
2000 annual conference on October 14 and 15.  We met with Marilyn
Breeze, Director of the Settlement, and walked the site of the conference
to make sure everything will be ready for this great event.  Demonstrating
at this year’s conference are Peter Happny, an architectural specialist
from New Hampshire; Tal Harris, a multi-talented smith from North
Carolina, who will serve up some traditional ironwork; and Joel
Chamblin, an accomplished blade smith from Georgia, who will provide
tips and advice on folding knives (aka “folders”), among other things.

FABA member and newsletter   editor  Steve Bloom will show knife
h e a t
treating, using low and high temperature salt baths.  There will also be
beginning and intermediate forging classes, craft classes and children’s
activities.  

I’ve mentioned previously about bringing plenty of money if you want
to have the opportunity to buy outstanding ironwork, artwork, and
tools at the auction.  Well, be prepared also for the return of a popular
offering from past auctions: “A Day in the Shop” with your favorite
blacksmith/blade smith.  Just think of it—a whole day with Jeff Mohr,
for example, learning how he makes bases for lamps and fireplace sets,
the secret of his indestructible finish, and even how to make a broom
for those fireplace sets.  I want all of you experience smiths out there
to donate a day in your shop!  This is “found” money for FABA, and
you will be performing a true service to those less experienced than
you.  Also, expect lots of new and old tools to be offered in the
auction.  Everyone wants tools, and those new to the craft really need
them.  So, bring or buy some tools to donate, and be ready to take
some different ones home.  

Get your t-shirts
I am “in charge” of t-shirts this year.  If there is a special size you
want (like XXX), let me know by the end of August.  I’ll make sure
our conference order of tees includes your favorite size.  The shirts
are 100% cotton and there are two colors—black and ash.  The cost
is $15.00 (plus any horrendous surcharges for certain VERY
LARGE sizes).  You’ll be responsible for picking up the shirts at
the conference.  Call Patty at 850-668-2876 or drop me a postcard:
Applecross Forge, 5079 Sundance Lane, Tallahassee, FL 32308.  

Clinker Breaker
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless
otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

NE Region - August 5

SW Region -August 26

SE Region - July 2

NW Region - August 12

August, 2000

NE Aug 05 Pioneer Art Center, Barberville :open forges for individual projects,

strap hinges for barn doors, possible Hossfeld Bender demonstration 

NW Aug 12 Ed Crane’s Shop, Tallahassee

SE Aug 19 Yesteryear Village

SW Aug 26 Crowly Museum (see Regional reports, Pg.3!)

September, 2000

NE Sep 02 Pioneer Art Center, Barberville:Barberville: open forges for individual

projects, possible beginning blade class hosted by Billy Stapleton -

focus on forging your first billet

NW Sep 09 to be announced

SE Sep 16 Dew Golden’s shop

SW Sep 23 to be announced

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212 ncrane8364@aol.com

Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com

Southwest Region: Steve Kalb (941) 489-2396. n/a
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Bill and friend

Allen and the same friend

SoapBox
Steve Bloom, Editor

Wanted - FABA Board Members

The annual Fall elections are coming up fast – the ballot
will be in the next newsletter (really this time - in the
September issue and you’ll have to have them back by the
end of the month).  FABA needs to elect a Trustee, a
Secretary, a Treasurer, and an Editor.  If FABA has been
important to you (directly or indirectly by making it possible
for you to meet people and/or acquire knowledge) and you
want to help or you can convince someelse to ‘volunteer’,
please do so.  FABA needs you!  

We got some good news and some bad news this month.
The good news is that Steve Kalb has agreed to serve as the
SW regional Coordinator and we should all do what we can
to help and support that region.  The bad news is that we
have lost another founding member.  I was introduced to
working hot steel at one of Carl Van Arnam’s workshops
(back in ‘83) and have counted Carl among my friends ever
since.  God Speed, Carl.

In Memory of Carl Van Arnam
Skeeter Prather

FABA lost one of its founding members and greatest
supporters June 20,2000: Dr. Carl Van Arnan of
Gainesville.  Even before there was a FABA, Carl was well
known in blacksmithing circles.  He served for many years
as Secretary and Treasurer of the National Organization,
ABANA, during its formative early years.  During the late
1070's and 80's, he offered workshops and training sessions
at his forge featuring nationally known and accomplished
blacksmiths, all at his personal expense.  Even “up and
coming” smiths that had not yet reached national status but
whom Carl recognized as Masters-to-be, were brought to
his shop and made available to all to come and see.  At least
two who shared in the early years have since become
internationally acclaimed. He was an active and enthusiastic
supporter of FABA, its mission and its work.  He was ever
generous with aid and assistance to developing period and
historical shops by way of donated tools, equipment,
money, and active participation.  He shall be sorely missed.

His obituary in the Gainesville Sun noted that the Family,
carrying out Carl’s wishes, asked that in lieu of other sorts
of memorials, donations be made to any of Carl’s favorite
interests: the Southwest United Methodist Church of
Gainesville, the Gainesville Hospice, Dance Alive, the
Gainesville Chamber Symphony, or the Florida Artist
Blacksmith Association.

NE Regional Report 
Bob Jacoby, Regional Coordinator

The July meeting was held at the Pioneer Arts Settlement in

Barberville, Florida.  We

had a beautiful sunny day

and it was a little on the

warm side!

In spite of my best

intentions, we didn't get to

t h e  h i n g e - f o r g i n g

demonstration.  I'm a little

shy when it comes to

forging during those dog days of summer!  In spite of my

best attempts to "Tom Sawyer" somebody else into the

project, no one else wanted to swelter in the heat either -

Joel Clark made up some excuse about a sore back and even

hobbled around faking it!  When I tried to talk Jerry Grice

into taking on the project, he just looked at me and said,

"no".  Is my "Tom Sawyer" reputation starting to proceed

me?  I'd better figure out something quick because my wife

keeps asking to see some of "my" work!

Bill Stapleton and Allen Hardwicke did spark up a forge and

put our power hammer to good use.  First they forged a

knife billet.  Later Allen

forged a piece of rebar into a

"big pointed thing" which he

calmed would somehow be

put to use in his gator-hunting

exploits. (I'd didn't pursue the

conversation beyond that

point!)

Steve Bloom brought along

the brake that he has been

fabricating for our power

hammer and then spent

several hours assembling it

and making the final welds.

We really appreciate his efforts and look forward to using

the hammer with this new feature.

Joel Clark, (OK so maybe he really did have a sore back!)

was nice enough to bring along both videos and special

tooling to make strap hinges.  He even brought along

pictures of some of his beautiful work.  I'll bring the

materials to the August meeting and promise come heat or

high water, we'll make some hinges.

Bob Mancuso and Jim Dalla Rosa organized a great

buck-in-the-bucket raffle which will only be outdone by

what's coming up in August - we've opened the floodgates

on donations - see article elsewhere in this issue.  So clean
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Jim (at right) at work

out your shops, garages, trucks, and pet cages (well maybe

hold off on the pet cages) and come out for the August buck

in the bucket.The Buck-in-the-bucket Raffle: As many of

you know, the Northeast Region holds a buck-in-the-bucket

raffle each month.  We have been very successful with this

program.  The raffle funded the major portion of the

50-pound Little Giant Power Hammer that we purchased

and installed in 1999.

Bob "Dr. Cashectomy" Mancuso has been largely

responsible for the success of the program and we really

appreciate his leadership!  For a while we were calling Bob

"Bobby Cash", but then he started showing up in black

cowboy boots, black clothing, and black hats - we decided

we had better switch to "Dr. Cashectomy" because we were

afraid he'd suffer from heat prostration!  We also appreciate

all the donations that are brought to each meeting.

Sometime we're just swapping each others' junk, sometimes

we're "winning" our own junk back, but we always have a

good time!

It's also a good opportunity to get rid of things that even the

garbage man won't take!  In June George Moran tiptoed into

my workshop with a 300 to 400 pound metal monstrosity

that he claims came from his tractor.  (if his tractor birthed

the thing that showed up in my workshop, don't ever ask

George to show you his tractor!)  At any rate, after

mumbling something about "its for the buck in the bucket,

George disappeared into the crowd!  Of the approximately

50 items we had that day in June, the "tractor thing" was the

last item to be "won" by none other than Allen Hardwicke

himself!  Somehow, in all the excitement of the day (see last

month's photo of me demonstrating at the meeting), Allen

"forgot" to take his prize home!  In July I was able to load

Allen's new "tractor thing" onto my 1-ton trailer and take it

to Barberville for our July meeting.  I basically hid around

the corner  all day waiting for the "tractor thing" to be taken

off my trailer.  As I understand it, Allen will scrap out the

thing over several years in a way similar to the way they cut

up old battle ships!

At the July meeting, Dr. Cashectomy "passed the buck" to

Jim Dalla Rosa who is a professional auctioneer

(USAAUCTION@aol.com).  Jim took the raffle to a new

level of excitement as we raised $128 for the day!  In the

past three months we have raised $314 (May $116; June

$70; July $128).  This money goes into the FABA general

revenues and as regions have particular needs (installing the

Northeast power hammer in 1999 for instance), the FABA

board of directors votes to appropriate the money.  We've

already lined up the following donations for the August

Buck-in-the-buck raffle:  a Motorola digital cellular phone

complete with cigarette lighter adapter, all original

packaging,  manuals, batteries, charger, etc.; an AT&T

model 5470 cordless phone (needs new battery); a new

51/64" #3 Morse taper drill bit, and a brand new gold-plated

coffee filter - why anyone would want a gold-plated coffee

filter is beyond me, but if you're interested, bring a buck to

the August NE Regional meeting and have a go at it! 

NW Regional Report
Ed Crane, Regional Coordinator

THE NORTHWEST REGION held its July meeting at the

PANHANDLE PIONEER SETTLEMENT in Blountstown,

FL on Sat. July 8th. And the temperature was right up there

at a "welding heat".  Outside the shop the temperature was

103 F. With two forges going full blast the temperature

inside the shop had to be around 110 F.!! This is the new

blacksmith shop that FABA built for the SETTLEMENT

which is a Calhoun County Park adjacent to SAM ATKINS

PARK only one mile west of the city of Blountstown.The

new blacksmith shop is about 99% complete now and the

remaining things to be done consist mostly of making tools

and furnishings for the shop. 

The program for this day was arranged by the Shop

Coordinator, Bill Robertson. W e had two demonstrators

who gave demonstrations especially designed for new

members who are still learning the basics. Bill Robertson

gave a demo on making tools from ball peen hammers. He

explained that good punches, hot cuts, cross peen and

straight peen hammers could be made from these hammer

heads with a minimum of forging and heat treating. He then

proceeded to make a very nice cross peen hammer from a

ball peen hammer. It turned out really nice.

Clyde Payton demonstrated several forging processes such

as upsetting, drawing out, twisting, punching, piercing,

splitting, texturing, scrolling, and finishing. He incorporated

all these different operations into the making of a single item

- a "wall hanger" for hanging flower pots, etc. It too turned

out really nice and somepeople there wanted to buy it - but

it will go in the FABA Auction in October.

Willard Smith, the Founding Father of FABA,the

PANHANDLE PIONEER SETTLEMENT, and GOAT

DAY, gave a tour of the settlement grounds. All of us are

very proud of what Willard and Linda Smith have

accomplished in this excellent museum of Panhandle

Florida's early history. These two wonderful people have

done an outstanding job and an exemplary feat that will last

for 

many, many generations to come.
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LUNCH!!or FEAST!! or BANQUET!! Call it all three - for

that is exactly what it was! As always, Linda Smith and

Frances Price and their expert helpers put on one heck of a

"feed" for the whole group. We ate in the recently

refurbrished FRINK GYM -which is now air conditioned

(Thank God!). We feasted on baked ham, turnip greens,

field peas, black eyed peas, chicken dumplings, cabbage

slaw, potato salad, macaroni salads, corn bread, hot biscuits,

homemade jams, jellies, honey, butter, and you name it!

There were also more homemade cakes, pies, and other

desserts than you could "shake-a-stick-at"! I counted

twenty-six people around the lunch tables - because of the

unbearable heat several people left before lunch - so I

estimated that there was a total of about 35 members in

attendance. Jim Carty came all the way from Ocala!

After such a feast in this air conditioned building you can

imagine how many people came back to this HOT

blacksmith shop for the afternoon program. You're right -

not many! The afternoon was for beginners to get their

hands dirty and forge something. However, I noticed that

Guy Wallace was the only one who lit up a forge after lunch,

most cranked up their air conditoned vehicles and went

home! But, we had fun!

By Clyde Payton, standing in for N.W. Regional

Coordinator Dr. Ed Crane who is attending the International

ABANA Conference in Arizona

SW Regional Report
Steve Kalb, Regional Coordinator

The regional meeting will be held on Saturday August 26. It

will be located at the Crowley Museum in Sarasota (see map

for details). The Crowley museum was kind enough again to

host us at this months meet. Bring a packed lunch and

drinks, for though there is food available, it is on the other

side of town. I have seen quite a bit of growth in the roster

in the South West area and hope to see some old friends and

become acquainted with new ones. I would like to hear from

the smiths in this area as to what they would like to see and

I will do my absolute best to bring it into fruition. I have not

picked up a hammer in a while and need as much help as I

can get, so to bring you the quality meets you deserve, I am

asking for demonstrators on projects. I will be calling people

on the old and new roster to let them know that the area is

again becoming active. I have missed the people of this

group and look forward to things to come. Feel free to

contact me with any questions (941) 489-2396. My schedule

is odd due to my career as a firefighter (I work 24 hours on

48 hours off), but I will do my best to return your call within

a day.

( If you can possibly support this meeting, please do so.  The

SW has needed a coordinator for a long time, and we

should do everything we can to help.  Editor)

Announcement: Madison Conference 

 Buster Grubbs,  Shady Rest Forge (received via e-mail)

Dear Southeastern Regional Blacksmith Guilds,  As we all

know the Madison Conference is slowly approaching.

May17th of 2001  will be here before we know it.

 At the July board meeting of the Ocmulgee Blacksmith

Guild we discussed  doing a tool box project to be raffled

off at the Southeastern Blacksmith  Conference next May.

The proceeds from this box and tools would go straight  into

the conference profits which all of our guilds get a part of.

Someone  mentioned that it would be nice if all the

Southeastern guilds were asked  to participate in this project.

The Ocmulgee guild will build the box and  make all the

hardware for the box. We will also make a few of the tools

to  fill the box. If your guild would like to help by making

tools to go into  it please contact me within the next month,

so that I may coordinate what  each guild plans on making

and know how big to build the box. If we should have two

guilds making the same items I will contact one of the guilds

so that they might make other items. This would give us a

wide variety of tools for the box. The BAM box at the

ABANA conference went over well because all blacksmiths

love hand made tools. Let's work together to make this tool

box project something we all would be proud to own.

 For more information you may call me at (912)743-4244 or

e-mail me at shadyrst@hom.net.

----------------------------------------------------------------

From the attached comments to the e-mail, the NC chapter

and the Alex Bealer chapter are climbing aboard and our

President wrote: Great idea!  You can count Florida in.  We

have found tools to be so sought after that we are asking

everyone to make or donate a tool for the FABA 2000

conference (October 14 and 15).  

So start thinking about what you might like to have/make

and do one for both conferences!
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June 2000 Chapter Liaison Letter

The 2000 ABANA Conference is fast
approaching and there is still time for
registration! Whether you are attending or
cannot make it to Flagstaff, plan to attend
as many of the local and regional
conferences this year as possible. I am

constantly reminded that as many times as I have watched a
seemingly simple forging procedure, each smith does it differently
and I learn something new each time. With the growth of the craft
over the twelve years I have been associated with it, there are
growing numbers of fine smiths demonstrating at every event.
Check out as many as you can! 

The British Artist Blacksmiths Association passed along a copy of
their re-designed publication to me and hopefully to the Chapter
Presidents and Newsletter Editors. Looking at this publication
reminded me of many things, not the least of which is that
smithing has a true and growing international face. With forge-ins
and other events not only in the British Isles and Germany, where
smithing associations have a long tradition, now there are new
groups forming in Poland, the former Soviet Union, Eastern
Europe, Australia, Iceland and South Africa. Smiths are now
giving freely of their skills and knowledge all over the world and
we are all the richer for it. Over the coming years we will see
groups form and spread the word of smithing from other cultures
and countries, bringing new and different ideas to us. One of the
long-term goals of ABANA is to expose our members to these
smiths at our conferences. So, as you attend this and future
ABANA events and see a nametag from another county, welcome
them as the brother or sister that they are. 

Speaking of sisters, I had the pleasure of visiting the National
Ornamental Metal Museum in Memphis, Tennessee last month
and viewed the current show "Ironing: Women's Work", on
display until July 23, 2000. The exhibit features the work of 14
women artists working predominantly in forged steel and cast
iron. It is a very strong show and has captured good local and
regional reviews. The show contains works from both established
artists, who consistently bring challenging and fresh ideas to their
sculpture, and new faces making their first strong statement. The
show is well worth the time to see if you are anywhere close to
Memphis. For more information check out the web site at
www.metalmuseum.org. 

The message below was passed to me by Dona Meilach. If you
own this book, please be sure to make this correction. If you don't,
find it and buy it, it belongs on every smith's bookshelf.

Attribution Errata in "The Contemporary Blacksmith"

Two captions were inadvertently reversed in THE
CONTEMPORARY BLACKSMITH by Dona Z. Meilach. The
top right photo on page 135 is the "Bouquet (detail)" by Dorothy
Stiegler. The bottom right photo on page 136 is the "Seed
Transportation Unit" by Erika Strecker. Please make a note of this
in your book, and in the index reference. My apologies for this
mix-up. Dona Z. Meilach

Over the years we have seen persons and groups working to
preserve the works, related papers, and memories of many fine
smiths. These efforts have resulted in books, slide collections and
other forms of preservation of the skill and craftsmanship of such
artists for future generations of smiths and those who appreciate
their work. Josh Kravett, of Howell, NJ, has taken another

approach. Last year, he discovered that the successor to Fisher and
Norris, the Company that made Fisher anvils, was vacating the
factory and about to scrap anything that was not "valuable" for
auction. Bottom line, Josh now has all the remaining casting
molds, paperwork and other documentation that preserves this
important contribution to blacksmithing technology and has made
contact with several former workers and family members to further
document this company. He is working on developing a museum
of this company to preserve the tools that they made and the
knowledge and history associated with them. Josh will have a
letter in the next Anvil's Ring, and we will hear more from him in
the future. Josh will also be at Flagstaff, and loves to talk about
Fisher and Norris. 

There is still time to run for ABANA Board, the deadline being
July 15, 2000 for applications to be received in the Central Office.
Feel free to bring them to Flagstaff, as LeeAnn will be accepting
nominations at the ABANA booth at the Conference. Remember,
to nominate an ABANA member for the Board we need a list of
ten nominating ABANA members and their signatures, a statement
by the nominee and a small photo suitable for reproduction. 

Starting in August the Chapter Newsletters may be submitted in
electronic form to the ABANA Library located at the National
Ornamental Metal Museum. Details will be available with the next
liaison letter. I have been receiving some newsletters as well, and
I thank the chapters for sending them to me. However, if you want
them added to the Library, please send them to the National
Ornamental Metal Museum, 374 Metal Museum Drive, Memphis,
TN 38106-1539. 

Next month's letter will be out in late July or early August, as I
will write it after the Conference and the election ballots will be
the first order of business upon LeeAnn’s return to the Central
Office. I hope to see and talk to as many of you as possible at the
Conference. Safe and productive forging to you all!

*dbl* Doug Learn 
121 Pebble Woods Drive 
Doylestown, PA 18901-2907 
(215) 489-1742 
cjfdlearn@mindspring.com

http://www.metalmuseum.org
mailto:cjfdlearn@mindspring.com
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Just to whet your appetites - the cover sheet from the

Conference brochure that will soon be mailed to you.  If

you want a sneak preview, check out our web site for an

HTML versions of the preliminary brochure.  Editor
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In exchange for this ad, Mark will  donated set of tongs for

our Conference auction – and for every 10 pairs purchased,

another will be donated.  So if you order tongs, be sure to

mention that you’re from FABA!  – Editor
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Roy Wilson <emperor@squonk.net> generously posted to
TheForge (and gave me the okay to reprint this):
  
     This is a repost of some data I posted to TheForge back in
1998 on the process.  It's incredible, you'll throw away every
"rust removing" chemical you've got after trying this method.

Cleaning Rusty Tools   - or -
Electrolysis Made Easy 

by Nathan Lindsey  <nlindesey@interconnect.net>

Editor's Note: Rust removal and antique tool cleaning is a very
controversial subject among old tool collectors and users.
Antique tool collectors tend to buy the finer examples of their
tool of preference and most will not attempt to clean, fix or
restore it in any way. Old tool users on the other hand tend to
avoid the high priced "spiffy" tools in favor of tools that show
their age. These tools are often found in gram pa's basement or
at estate sales and they may have either been heavily used or
long forgotten and allowed to deteriorate with age. These tools
need some form of restoration to return them to working
condition.

Electrolysis is the least destructive and most thorough method
available to remove oxidation. Electrolysis removes no base
metal and does not require grinders, wire wheels, scrapers,
acids or sandpaper, and when done properly can remove rust
and oxidation yet leave the appearance of "patina" so valued by
the collectors. Electrolysis comes as close as possible to a
compromise to the ideals of both categories of old tool
enthusiasts.

How To Get Started & How It Works:  

Introduction : This is a fantastic way to remove rust and
oxidation from steel and iron tools. It is not recommended for
brass, aluminum, copper or exotic metals and alloys.
Electrolysis is a method of removing iron oxide by passing a
small electrical charge from a battery or battery charger through
the rusty metal to stimulate an exchange of ions while the tool
is submerged in an electrolyte solution.

Don't let that description worry you because the actual process
is quite easy to accomplish. Let's get to the stuff that makes it
work. 

This system is so simple, easy to make and to use that anyone
that collects or accumulates old tools for use or preservation
should keep a small electrolysis system available in their shop.
There are many variations of the setup but this is the simple,
down and dirty method that requires a minimum of time,
resources and understanding.

After you have a system cookin' you can bone up on the whys
and wherefores. You will gain the experience and
understanding to begin creating a custom system based on your
own needs and understanding. 

I'm no guru. I've tried it, I liked it. so I learned it. My
background is/was industrial electronics so the theory wasn't
new to me but the application was. I find it fascinating that
something so simple can accomplish something so significant.

What I'll try and do here is cut to the meat of the subject and get
you started so you can answer most of these questions on your
own without having to ask "what if?" I'll also be glad to help

anyone with questions by private mail at anytime. For those of
you that like the technical side of things Larry Holland's
description of the electrochemistry at work is included at the end
of this page. 

List of Supplies
1. A two to five gallon plastic (non metallic) container.
2. A two amp or larger automotive battery charger with an
ammeter.
3. A moderately flat piece of iron, steel or preferably stainless
steel.
4. A box of Arm and Hammer "Washing Soda" or "Baking Soda".
5. A tablespoon measure.
6. One to five gallons of water.
7. A pair of kitchen type rubber gloves.
8. A kitchen or similar sink full of warm sudsy water.
9. A non metallic 3M type Scotch Bright Finishing Pad product
#10144NA.
10. A small tooth brush size stainless steel wire brush.
11. Paste or liquid, non-silicone, car wax. 

Discussion

1. The container can be any shape, size or configuration that is
large enough to hold your tool completely submerged. Kmart,
Walmart and many other department stores sell small, 6-7 inch
deep, flat, clear plastic storage bins for $3 to $5. Restaurants and
fast food chains often throw out five gallon buckets with lids that
will work well. Small to medium trash cans are a possibility The
key element here is non-conductive (plastic) containers.

2. Any power supply that provides a steady 6-24 volt DC current
at 2 amps or larger should work well. Remember "this ain't rocket
science." An inexpensive 10 amp battery charger with an ammeter
can be bought for under $30 and is the best suited device for the
job. The charger with an ammeter is almost essential. With
heavily rusted metal getting good contact to the tool is not easy,
and the ammeter is the simplest way to tell if you have got it.
Avoid using the little overnight trickle chargers.

3. You need an anode for the (red) positive side of the battery
charger. Best? A stainless steel kitchen pan lid because it is small,
has lots of surface area and is usually cheap, (if your wife doesn't
catch you) The anode is sacrificed and will eventually erode away
to nothing. Stainless steel is best because it deteriorates the
slowest. However, most any steel or piece of iron will work. Its
size in bulk is not as important as its size in surface area. Look for
something about 5 inches square or what will fit your container
and still not come into direct contact with your rusty tool. You
can bend it, fold it, cut it. Again, "this ain't rocket science." Many
kitchen tools are stainless steel. The larger the surface area the
more efficient your system will be.

4. You need to obtain one of two chemicals to add to the water.
No complications here. Get yourself a box of Arm and Hammer
"Washing Soda" or "Baking Soda." Both are readily available at
your local food store. (TIP) "Washing Soda" is found with the
clothes washing detergents. It is a yellow box with the familiar
Arm and Hammer logo and is usually grouped with the fabric
softeners and detergent enhancers. "Baking Soda" is also an Arm
and Hammer product and can be found near the flour and baking
supplies at your local food store. Chemically these products are
different, but similar and both will work. If you have a choice
between the two use the "Washing Soda." If you can't find it don't
hesitate a second about using the "Baking Soda." Ask your wife
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about them. She probably has one or both in the house already.
Repeat after me... "This ain't rocket science"

5. Using either "Washing Soda" or "Baking Soda" add about 1
tablespoon per gallon of water to your container. You now have
an electrolyte solution. Although the solution becomes a nasty
color and is filled with the residue of old rust you can continue
to use it time and again, provided you keep your anode clean.

6. Add the appropriate amount of water to your container. The
water should be deep enough to cover the tools you will clean
but not so high that it will overflow when the tool is placed in
the water. You now have a "vat." (TIP) The first time you fill
your "vat" add water one gallon at a time. After pouring each
gallon into the vat make a mark on the outside of the container
with a bold black marker and label it 1, 2, 3, etc. for each gallon
you add. In the future you no longer have to measure your
water. Just use a garden hose and fill to the appropriate line.

7. After adding water and Soda powder the water is hard on
your hands. Wear the rubber gloves while working in and with
the electrolyte. This is a general precaution. The electrolyte is
not an acid nor is it seriously bad to contact your skin but
precautions are always best.

8. After removing everything that is not steel or iron from the
tool, clean it in warm sudsy water using dish washing detergent.
Remove any dirt, oil and grease that might retard the
electrolysis.

9. You're looking for the 3M brand "non-metallic" gray
finishing pad part No. 10144NA sold in the paint departments
of hardware stores. Trust me and stick with this one. Cut each
pad in half for use. (TIP) The 3M Scotch Brite pad is a pretty
important piece to the process. It is used to remove the black
ionized oxidation residue left by the electrolysis. You don't
want scuff pads. 3M finishing pads are very sharp but on cast
iron they break down quickly. These are advantages because it
gets the heaviest concentrations of ionized oxide off quickly
and by the time you get to the base metal it has worn down
significantly and does not leave any marks behind on the metal.
The metal does not look sanded, scuffed or abraded. If you use
scuff pads of any make or model you will work at least twice as
hard to accomplish half as much cleaning. Trust me. I've tried
them all and you especially want to avoid kitchen scour pads.
They're worthless.

I found that once I tried the 3M finishing pad that it literally
took all the work out of the final wash up and they were well
worth the few cents extra I paid. You'll get two sometimes three
planes to the pad and I cut them in half before use so double
that.  These are 3M "FINISHING PADS" gray in color, packed
two to a wrapper and bear the part No. 10144NA. Cut them in
1/2 for use. They do have "grit" and they breakdown quickly
thus they cut well but don't leave abrasions on the tools. It is
used lightly and it wears out quickly. No metal is removed and
the base metal is not scratched or abraded. In fact you can clean
down to what ever level of patina you desire be left on the tool.
This is a subjective call on your part. How clean do you want
it?

10. This small tooth brush sized stainless steel wire brush can
be found at most hard ware stores for $2. It's used to get into
the areas that your fingers and Scotch Bright pad won't fit. A
light circular motion to the hard to reach area and the residue
just falls off.

11. The final supply item is a product to seal and protect against future
rust. This is a very subjective area so I'll make some points, a
suggestion and leave it to you to develop a preference.

A. Make certain the product does not contain any silicone. It plays
havoc on your projects when you apply the finish.

B. Avoid any product that contains an abrasive, like compounds and
polishes. Most (but not all) of these are in paste form.

C. Use a product that is readily available and easy to apply so you
don't put off protecting your tools.

D. The common practice of using WD-40 may be counter productive.
Based on the experience of other collectors I'm told that WD-40 has
a high lacquer thinner content and may damage paint and japanning.

My preferences are liquid "Kit" brand car wax (yellow bottle) and
Tri-Flo penetrating oil. Both are common products nationally. 

Let's Make It Work

1. Put on your rubber gloves and wash your tool in warm soapy water
and make sure to remove any grease or oil. These areas will not be
de-rusted effectively if not thoroughly cleaned.

2. Fill your vat with the appropriate amount of water and add 1
tablespoon of your "Washing or Baking Soda" per gallon of water- 

3. Clip the "positive" red lead of your battery charger to the object
you've chosen for an anode and place to the side or at one end of your
vat. It is not necessary that the anode be fully covered by the water but
the more surface area that is available for the electrolysis to faster the
process proceeds. Try to keep the red clip from your battery charger
out of the solution to avoid it being eroded away with the anode.

4. For your first trial use an old junk tool or piece of metal. Clip the
"negative" black lead of your battery charger to your iron tool to be
cleaned and place it in the vat. Be certain that you have a nice tight
grip on the tool with the black "negative" clip. Make sure the tool is
fully covered by the water. So far I've not experienced a problem with
allowing the black clip to be immersed in the solution. My clip
remains intact and undamaged. 

(TIP) The tool should have a clear "line of sight" path to your anode.
If the tool is large you may have to turn the tool occasionally to de-rust
it evenly and completely. If your anode is a cookie sheet or something
similar you can bend it into a shape that will conform to the shape of
the tool being cleaned or the contour of your vat for faster
operation. The tool should be fully submerged at all times.

5. Check that the tool and the anode are not touching and have about
2 inches or more separation between them. If placed too close together
the current on your charger will be higher than expected.

6. Set the battery charger to its highest setting. Plug in your battery
charger and note the amount of current indicated on the ammeter.
There is no right or wrong amperage except that you must not exceed
the rating of your battery charger. Once you have applied power don't
put your hands in the vat. Always turn off the power before attempting
to check your tool or make adjustments to your system.

7. You will begin to see bubbles form on the tool and rise to the top.
Congratulations, you're in business. (TIP) A note about the gasses
released during the process. Small
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amounts of hydrogen are released as a result of the electrolysis.
You will notice while using your system just how small this
amount of gas is. However to avoid a concentration of
hydrogen, never cover the vat while in use. Although minute
this hydrogen is flammable and I would not operate the vat next
to your water heater, stove or other open flame.

8. Once the rust has turned to a dark gray or black it's time to
remove the tool and wash it in warm soapy water using the
Scotch Brite pad to remove the residue. If the tool comes
completely clean you're done. If not, place it back in the vat for
another session. Dry your tool thoroughly and proceed to the
next step.

9. A freshly electro-cleaned tool will immediately began to rust
again so it is important that you immediately treat your tool
with your choice of wax or oils.

Trouble Shooting and Things to Watch For

If a brown or green "crud" begins to form and float to the top
around the anode this perfectly normal. For as long as the anode
lasts you will need to occasionally remove it and clean off the
crud that forms on it. A putty knife works well for this.

If your tool is painted or japanned do not leave it in the
electrolysis vat any longer than necessary to achieve your goal.
If the japanning is in poor condition it can start to turn loose if
left for say, overnight. Unless heavily rusted most tools clean
up in about two hours.

If your tool has loose or moving parts to it you need to be sure
they are securely attached "electrically" so they will cleanup
with the rest of the tool. For an example just because the blade
adjusting fork on your plane is
pinned to the casting don't assume that it has a good electrical
connection. There are several tricks to assuring a good electrical
contact of moving parts.

1. Wrap a rubber band around the tool and the moving part to
make a tighter connection.

2. Wedge a paper clip or other small object into the joint or
hinge of a moving part to tighten the physical and thus the
electrical connection.

3. Attach a clip lead ($2.99 from Radio Shack) or similar wire
to the tool and the moving part to make a good electrical
connection between them.

4. Use your imagination.

If the current is too high and taxes your battery charger, here are
a few things you can try.

1. Increase the distance between the anode and your tool being
cleaned.

2. Reduce the amount of anode in the vat. Lift it out slightly.

3. Reduce the operating voltage or increase the current range of
the battery charger setting. If you don't see an immediate
reaction beginning in the vat when you plug in the battery
charger, check all of your connections carefully. It can be
difficult to get a good electrical connection on a heavily rusted

tool. This is where the ammeter on your battery charger comes in
handy. You can tell at a glance if you have a good connection to the
tool. The bubbling action should start immediately after power is
applied.

If the tool in your vat appears to be eroding instead of de-rusting verify
that you have the battery charger polarity correct. The tool must always
be connected to the "negative" black terminal. On your first attempt,
I urge you to use a piece of scrap iron or other insignificant item to get
the feel of how the system works.

If you have a lot of cleaning to do and want to rev up your vat, try
using a larger vat, place anodes on all sides of the vat and connect
them all together to the positive (red) lead of your battery charger. Be
sure your tool never comes into direct contact with the anodes while
power is applied or you run the risk of damaging your battery charger.

There are other specialty applications for tools with non removable
wood parts or other obstacles. I'll write more on that if someone needs
help.

For anode material I shop the flea markets and second hand stores. I
buy up all of their loose stainless steel pan lids for about 25 cents
apiece or less. These can be flattened, cut, bent or mangled for any
configuration. Avoid the aluminum lids, they're trouble with a capital
"T". If stainless steel is not available an old baking sheet or similar
iron or steel object will work well. It simply deteriorates faster.

As for the disposal of the nasty water after use, you can save it and
continue using it by replenishing the water as it evaporates. Or, you
can pour in on your lawn. I have dumped mine on the lawn all winter
here in South Texas and the grass loves the iron rich water and does
not seem to suffer from the other contents.

===============================
HOW IT WORKS or The Electrochemistry 

of Rust Removal By Electrolysis 
Larry Holland's

Purely in the interest of safety, I'd like to explore electrolysis in a little
more detail... for the benefit of those who may not be aware of what
really happens when they turn on the power.

Pure water is a very poor electrolyte, having only 1 hydrogen ion (H+)
for every 556 million molecules of water... the same applies for the
hydroxide ion (OH-). Let's see what happens when sodium carbonate
is used as the electrolytic salt.

Sodium carbonate dissolves easily in water, into sodium ions (Na+)
and carbonate ions (CO3^2-). There are 2 sodium ions for every
carbonate ion. Let's say you decide to use a piece of iron (steel) as the
anode (positive terminal), and the rusted tool at the negative terminal...
and be certain that one doesn't touch the other... otherwise... the low
resistance will allow a tremendous amount of current to flow through
the circuit and burn up your power supply... blow a fuse or breaker...
etc.

When the power is turned on... electrons begin moving from the anode
(iron/steel)... through the external circuit (power supply) and toward
the cathode (rusted tool). This leaves the anode electron poor... and the
cathode electron rich. The anode is then, left with a net positive
(+) charge, and the cathode with a net negative (-) charge.

Think of electrical (+ /-) charges as you would the north/south poles
of a magnet. Unlike poles attract... therefore the positively charged
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anode attracts the negatively charged carbonate ions... while the
cathode attracts positively charged sodium ions. There begins
therefore, a slow migration of each ion species towards it's
oppositely charged terminal.

When the carbonate ions (CO3^2-) reach the anode... one of at
least two things are possible. Either the iron (steel) will accept
2 electrons from the carbonate ion and form iron carbonate... or
the hydroxide ions (OH-) from discharged water molecules will
donate electrons... in which case iron hydroxide (ferric
hydroxide) will be formed. Because it is easier for the
hydroxide ions to donate electrons and experience a greater
reduction in energy than the carbonate ions... ferric hydroxide
is formed. Ferric hydroxide Fe (OH) 3 decomposes rapidly into
ferric oxide (Fe2O3) and water. The ferric oxide is the reddish
precipitate you see forming on the surface of your electrolytic
solution.

Don't be fooled into thinking that precipitate came directly from
your rusted tool. It came from the
chemical reaction that occurred when
water molecules discharged and the
resulting hydroxide ions reacted with
the iron ions in the anode. The
unchanged carbonate ions simply
remain in solution.

What happens at the cathode...?
Remember, the cathode is negatively
charged... and therefore attracts both
sodium ions (Na+) and hydrogen ions
(H+). It is easier for the hydrogen ion
to accept an electron than it is for the
sodium ion. Therefore... the hydrogen
ions are "reduced" to hydrogen
atoms... which immediately combine
with other hydrogen atoms to form
hydrogen molecules (H2) and bubble
to the surface. A secondary reaction
has the positively charged sodium
ions reacting with the negatively
charged oxygen ions in the rusted
tool, to produce sodium oxide. This is
actually where the "rust removal"
takes place. ** Caution** Hydrogen
gas reacts explosively with oxygen
(in the presence of heat) to produce
water vapor. Take Michael Sullivan's
advise seriously about shutting down
the power before adjusting/removing
the electrodes.

If you are using electrolysis to
remove rust.. . and have a
considerable broth of bubbles... be
very cautious. That broth is not the
place to discard a glowing cigarette
ember, lit match... or any other spark.
Be warned...!!

What if you're using sodium chloride
as the electrolytic salt. Nothing much
changes at the cathode... but at the
anode, chlorine is oxidized... that is,
each chlorine ion donates an electron
to the iron... thereby becoming a

chlorine atom. Chlorine atoms combine to form chlorine gas (C12). **
Caution** Chlorine gas... in addition to being poisonous...  It supports
combustion... just like oxygen. If you must use sodium chloride... use
precautions. Make certain you have plenty of air circulation in a large
environment. Don't take chances... it's far better to be safe... than sorry.
(Unfortunately, it won’t work for on scale....Editor)
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LETS ALL CREATE THIS ONE FOR THE OCTOBER CONFERENCE!

Leroi Price

 Joel Chamblin is to demonstrate at the October Barberville Conference. Joel is a world class knifemaker

and great guy to boot. He is eager to do a great job for us and since he is the first folder maker to

demonstrate at Barberville, lets exploit the opportunity. The great thing about a demonstration is a lot of

people see a lot, but unlike a workshop, you don't get to do it (nor do you get to take home a creation) and

if you don't do it yourself you miss so much of the needed learning. One and a half days at Barberville

doesn't even give the Instructor time to create a knife, so you might as well spend a week at Brasstown and

plunk out a thousand bucks. Well, I got a compromise. If you (we) can make a knife prior to the conference

you will acquire a perspective on the subject far advanced of the mere observer. Even if you only complete

one-third of the steps of construction, the process will adapt your thinking toward obtaining a better

experience at the demonstration. Your questions will also be more focused to what you need to learn by once

having done real problem solving yourself. Joel will leave a little time to evaluate our efforts. 1'm sure he

won't even be able to go to the john without being accosted with "Hey Joel, whaddya  think of this folder

I made"? To bad for him, but a great chance for the rest of the club to pick up on some wisdom. Now, my

dear friends, this is for everybody. I am so happy to be a member of this club. I am so happy for the

opportunity to learn with Joel I am making a humble attempt at making a great  day even better. If the spirit

is right, how can it fail? You will miss out of a lot of fun as well as a learning opportunity if you don't at least

try it too. If you can make a hinge than you can make a folder. Get a piece of mild steel from the hardware

store and pin it together with a nail if you have to. I'll even personally give you the dollar for the cost the

mild steel. You can learn the "timing" (fitting the moving parts together) and the "walk and talk" (how the

blade swings open and shuts with a snap) when you hear the folder you just made close with a "click" it's

as memorable as your first kiss..almost? And if the hinge-makers make folders, the next thing is they'll

demand that Ray Roberts and I make some hinges and donate them to the auction, but that's a topic for later

discussion. Just do it! Make one out of wood. Yes, make one at least out of paper. I have it on good authority

that Patty Draper, our respected President, will come up with one even if it's out of a cereal box. There is

no way to fail. Use this pattern or modify it or bang apart an old Pakistan folder from the flea market and

copy it. Use any steel, plexiglass, or an old shoe. If you have any questions, suggestions or a better idea, call

me: Leroi Price work: 407-847-6900 home: 407-891-0708 email: lnsreprice@hotmail.com. If youhave

questions for the master, call Joel Chamblin at: 770-884-9055. BTW:  we probably could use a small mill,

like a taiwan mill-drill if someone could bring one and a Bader grinder and a drill press and what ever.

Materials & Methods:  Blade: Joel prefers ATS 34 (but 01 is easy to use, readily available and you can heat

treat in a coalfire or with a torch). Spring: same as blade. Liners: 410 SS or nickel silver (with nickel silver

liners and bolsters they can be soldered together) or brass. Bolsters: 416 SS or nickel silver. Handle material:

anything, Wood, pearl, micarta, bone. Pinning material: 416 SS or nickel silver or use brass or steel if that

is all you have. Keep everything flat. The bolsters are soldered, spot welded or pinned on. The scales (handle

material) can be pinned on or glued on.   Step 1: photocopy this pattern and cut out and superglue to your

steel. Step 2: cut out the profile to about 1/16th inch of the pattern. Step 3: Drill the holes, but exclude one

of the spring holes so that you can put the final tension on the spring after everything has been fitted

together. Step 4 Grind the blade, but take care not to put a sharp edge on it. Tape the edge of the blade for

safety while working with it. Step 5: make some temporary pins to hold the knife parts together while

making your adjustments and performing your prefinish work. Step 6: file the back shoulder of the blade

square as seen in the diagram. Step 7: temporarily pin the liners, spring and blade together and begin making

adjustments to the spring by grinding or filing it down so that it fits properly into the back of the knife. Be

careful not to get the end too short or you will have to make a whole new spring. Step 8: heat treat the blade

and draw temper to blue color. Step 9: heat treat spring to at least beyond the pivot hole and draw temper

beyond blue to grey which will make the spring more flexible. Step 10: pin the spring and blade temporarily

within the liners and check for fit. To adjust the spring tension the end of the spring should be about 32" of

an inch lower than when pinned, at where it sits on top of the back of the blade. One rule of thumb on how

to locate the final spring hole is, with the blade and spring fitted together, mark on the spring the position

of the liner hole, then move the location of the hole about half the distance further up and drill there. That

generally will put enough tension from the spring against 
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the blade. Step 11: pin or solder (spot weld if SS), the bolsters onto the liners and fit up the handle

material. Step 12: pin the knife together and do the final profile and finish. You can bring the knife to

the Conference after having completed any or all of these steps and get some feedback on what you

have done and how to finish the knife. If you have any unusual folders that are factory or hand made,

particularly ones with unusual locking mechanisms, I'd like to see them. Good luck!! Good smithing!!
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.

Chapter of ABANA, Inc.
Date __________   NewG       Renewal G

Name_________________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
   City                         State            Zip
Phone:Home_____________Work:_________
E-Mail______________________________
Spouse’s Name:________________________

If you do not wish to be listed me in the printed FABA
directory, please check the box to the right G 

Send this application and a membership fee of
$20.00 to

Lydia Burns, FABA Treasurer
66 Summerwind Circle
Crawfordville, FL 32327

Make check out to FABA.  Your FABA membership
gegins when we receive your payment and lasts one
year  Membership is for a family.  You don’t have to
be an ABANA member to join FABA, but many
FABA members are, and we encourage membership
in both organizations. See our web site for details.

FABA Officers

President Patty Draper 850-668-2876 applecrossforge@nettally.com

Vice President Bob Jacoby 904-260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Treasurer Lydia Burns 850-421-4852 mooseangel@excite.com

Secretary Karen W heeler 352-486-4370 kwheel@svic.net

Program Chairman Jeff Mohr 850-926-4448

Newsletter Editor Steve Bloom 352-528-6508 sab@gnv.ifas.ufl.edu 

Past President Clyde Payton 850-997-3627 paytonforge@nettally.com

Trustee #1 Joel Clark 904-321-2116 joelclark@nassnet.com

Trustee #2 Lewis Riggleman 352-521-3515

Trustee #3 Jerry Grice 850-421-4788

Trustee #4 Ray Reynolds 561-793-2452
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The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association(FABA) - Chapter of Artist Blacksmith Association of North

America, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote,

and preserve the art of blacksmithing.  Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law.

FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes a subscription.  W e

solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  ABANA chapter

newsletters may reprint non-copyrighted material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter.  You

need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

The Florida  Clinker Breaker
FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Steve Bloom, Editor

P.O. Box 760

Archer, FL 32618-0760

(352) 528-6508 or websmith@blacksmithing.org

http://www.blacksmithing.org
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        August 2000

‘Mystery’ Objects

Contributed by Mr. Louis Blanchette of Labelle

Well - nobody ventured a guess about what this object is:

It’s essentially a universal EZ-out for removing broken nipples on

cast-iron water radiators.  Perhaps you might have better luck on

this month’s object(s).  They’re a set of three steel pieces,

approximately 7" long. 

mailto:websmith@blacksmithing.org
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